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Insights for better algorithms

Biological Neuron Artificial Neuron

Warren S. McCulloch and Walter Pitts (1943). A logical calculus of the ideas immanent in nervous activity. 
The bulletin of mathematical biophysics



Insights for better algorithms

The way our brain process
images inspire the development 
of convolutional neural network
(CNN).

1. Local receptive fields

2. Shared weights
3. Sub-sampling
4. Layered architecture
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1012 neurons in human brain

Senses
Action
Emotion
Cognition
…

External World (stimuli)

A good AI in neuroscience shall not only
fit the data, but also provide insights to
explain the underlying mechanisms
of how the brain works.

An AI to encode (simulate) neural signals?

Another AI to decode neural signals?

What are problems of the end-to-end
AI?
• Not possible to record all neurons
• No enough training datasets
• No enough computational power to fit data
…

• Even though we can do all these, we know
nothing from the model.

AI as a tool to analyze neural / behavioral data



Visual pathways (perceptual integration)
-- the dorsal and ventral streams

dorsal ‘where’ pathway

&

ventral ‘what’ pathway

Goodale MA, Milner AD (1992). Separate visual pathways for perception and action. Trends Neurosci

• the motion & spatial location
• V1, V2, V3, MT (V5), MST & inferior parietal 

cortex

• the detailed features, form & object identity
• V1, V2, V4 & inferior temporal areas
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Insights for better algorithms

DiCarlo and Cox (2007) TiCS;       Yamins (2016) nature neurosci;     Bashivan (2019) Science



Sort by average score Sort by V4 score

Brain score: how well existing AI models explain the neural data
http://www.brain-score.org/#leaderboard
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Deep learning as computational models to understand the 
brain

Train BOTH the monkey and ANNs to perform the same task (object discrimination task) 
involving challenging naturalistic visual objects.

K. Kar, J. Kubilius, K. Schmidt, E. B. Issa, and J. J. DiCarlo. (2019) Evidence that recurrent circuits are critical 
to the ventral stream’s execution of core object recognition behavior. Nature neuroscience

Compared to purely feedforward 
networks, recurrently-connected 
deep networks are better at 
predicting responses of higher visual 
area neurons to behaviorally 
challenging images.



Deep learning as computational models to understand the 
brain

Train BOTH the monkey and ANNs to perform the same task (i.e., object discrimination task) 
involving challenging naturalistic visual objects.

K. Kar, J. Kubilius, K. Schmidt, E. B. Issa, and J. J. DiCarlo. (2019) Evidence that recurrent circuits are critical 
to the ventral stream’s execution of core object recognition behavior. Nature neuroscience

AI helps explain the 
computational benefit or 
necessity of observed brain
structures or functions.



Q1. Can information from the brain help AI?
Q2. Is an AI model with better task performance 
more similar to the brain?



Assumption:
• An AI model that is contrained to predict the brain activity will gain 

some knowledge that will make it better at its task.

Core ideas:
• By maximizing the representation similarity between biological 

neurons and artificial neurons, the AI model (implicitly) picks up 
(some of) the computations by the brain .

• By adding useful information from the brain into AI model, the task 
performance would improve.

冉旭明



Mapping function: from V4 in the brain to L3 of AlexNet

This framework would allow
1) to recognize object, and even
2) to reconstruct visual image

by biological neural population activity via ANN

Ascending dimension
transform
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ImageNet
to pre-train

Alexnet

Image
presented to

monkeys
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Autoencoder allows bidirectional transform between V4 and L3

mse1

Real neurons‘ FR

mse2

Loss function

𝐿 = 𝜆 mse1 + (1- 𝜆) mes2
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Object recognition
by V4 neurons

Object recognition
by AlexNet

Image generation
by V4 neurons

Image generation
by AE



Preliminary results: image reconstruction

Reconstructed images
By AE

Ground-truth images
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Firing rate in
biological neurons

Reconstructed images
By biological neurons

Image reconstruction 
via biological neural 
responses is not good.
-->
Image reconstruction 
via combining DAE 
and neural responses.



DAE-NR: Deep Auto-encoder with Neural 
Response
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DAE-NR模型同

时兼具2个任务
的优化性能

普通DAE模型

图片重构任务的
baseline模型

CNN-FR模型

表征相似性任务
baseline模型
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Reconstructed images - some examples

(a) 原始图片；

(b) 普通DAE；

(c-f) DAE-NR
将神经信息导入
DAE的1-4层
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Reconstructed images - Quantification
Table 1: 图片重构任务的量化结果。DAE-NR能提高图片重构的质量
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Table 1: 图片重构任务的量化结果。DAE-NR能提高图片重构的质量

Table 2: 加入与人工神经元的表征显著相关的大脑神经元，能促进DAE-NR的图片重构性
能

Reconstructed images - Quantification
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人工神经元的表征显著相关的大脑神经元的

数量，与DAE (6个）相比， DAE-NR （38-

47个）中数量增多了。

Baseline

模型
(CNN-FR)

我们的

模型
(DAE-NR)

Mice的三个脑区（都在V1）的神经元表征 与 AI不同层神经元表征的相

似性比较，DAE-NR中显著相关的神经元数量比较多。

Representation similarity - biological & artificial neurons

结论：DAE-NR能使AI和BI之间有更强的神经表征相似性

DAE-NR与DAE的比较 DAE-NR与CNN-FR的比较



Take-home message

Ø We propose a novel model called Deep Autoencoder with Neural Response
(DAE-NR). It brings the neural information into DAE, which can simultaneously
learn to predict neural responses and to reconstruct the visual stimuli.

Ø DAE-NR can improve the image reconstruction quality with the help of a 
Poisson loss on the predicted neural activity, compared to the traditional DAE 
models.

Ø DAE-NR provides higher representation similarity between artificial neurons 
and biological neurons, compared to the end-to-end computational 
neuroscience model without the image reconstruction task (i.e., CNN-FR).



Other directions
emerging in combining AI and neuroscience

Ø Recurrent circuits in brain
• Jonas Kubilius et al. (2019), Brain-like object recognition with high-performing shallow recurrent ANNs,

NeurIPS
• Kohitij Kar et al. (2019), Evidence that recurrent circuits are critical to the ventral stream’s execution of

core object recognition behavior, Nature Neurosci
Ø Sparsity 

• Bryan Tripp (2017), Similarities and differences between stimulus tuning in the inferotemporal visual 
cortex and convolutional networks, IJCNN

• Qingtian Zhang et al. (2019) A hierarchical sparse coding model predicts acoustic feature encoding in
both auditory midbrain and cortex, PLoS Comp Bio

Ø Top-down & bottom-up
• Sarthak Mittal et al. (2020), Learning to combine top-down and bottom-up signals in recurrent neural 

networks with attention over modules, ICML
Ø Adversarial examples for human and AI

• Ian J. Goodfellow et al. (2015), explaining and harnessing adversarial examples, ICLR
• Gamaleldin F. Elsayed et al. (2018), Adversarial Examples that Fool both Computer Vision and Time-

Limited Humans, NeurIPS



Thank you.
Any question is welcome.

Let’s do something together to understand AI & brain better.
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